
  

 

 

ON SALE NOW 

295  -                                      

 LANI   SALE! 

This list is to ex-
plain why some-
times  a return 

of calls or 
emails is de-

layed. Lani  has 
been very sick 
for some time 
now—but we 

are letting her live her best life for as long as 
she wants to!! - Thank you all for your amazing 
patience and understanding and lots and lots 

of orders… her vet bills are just huge….  

   Lani also thanks you..   

                            KANGAROOS 

 

1. FIRST WA-
T E R M A R K 
MUH  SG 1-8 
All (7) superb-
ly  fresh MUH 
and well cen-
tred 1/2d to 
5d, best we 
have had for 
a very long 
time ($1,800+ 
on other lists 
……$1,149.00 

2. SECOND WATERMARK 
MUH  SG35-36  All superbly  
fresh MUH 2d and 2 1/2d 
superb, other lists more 
than $700++ this pair ima-
reduced) for………..$ 429.00 

 

 

 

  

 

3.SPECIMEN CofA Wmk SG136s-138s, a complete mint 
Unhinged set (3) very fresh for……………………..$199.00 

    AUSTRALIAN PRE-DECIMALS  

4. COMMEMORATIVE   ISSUES   PERFORATED   “OS” A 
complete set of 6. SG O112-O122: KGV. Very fine and all 
mint unhinged for much less than most…………$   229.00   

 

5.  6d ENGRAVED KOOKA-
BURRA PLATE 1  ACSC 60z 
SG19 in a block of four as illus-
trated, superbly fresh block. 
Stamps are very fresh Mint 
unhinged, lightly hinged in the 
margin (image redu)…$ 649.00   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6. 1931 KINGSFORD SMITH OS SET 
SG 0123-24 ACSC 141-42 (OS) A su-
perbly fresh Mint Unhinged set com-
plete with Ceremuga certificate stat-
ing genuine with original gum,  MUH, 
very well priced for this rare genuine 
set for……………………….…….$ 949.00   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

7. 1932 5/- BRIDGE   SG 143, Mint Unhinged with superb-
ly fresh original gum, stunning with the perfect full im-
print at base 12/10 stamp for condition.……..$ 1,0499.00 



  

 

 

8.  1/- ANZAC ACSC 165PP(1) SG155a, the rare comb 
perf 13 1/2 x 12 1/2  from the only sheet known!! A mint 
unhinged block of four with Ceremuga certificate, a 
very very rare multiple for…………………..…..$ 5,999.00 

 

 

 

 

 

 

9.  1963 PRE-DECIMAL NAVIGATOR SPECIMENS SET    
SG 357s-360s Mint Unhinged set 4 for just……..$ 499.00 

                               COLLECTIONS 

10. GREAT BRITAIN  1840-1964—Oh my… 5  x beauti-
fully presented and typed up old time (springback co-
vers) album pages majority with mounts - all with SG 
numbers throughout, a truly fantastic collection! Vol-
umes contain mostly fine used some mint, varieties, 
perfins, commercial and first day covers… Let me start 
–The five volumes have a current Cat. Value of more 
than £125,000++ (Aust. $235,000++) just in better high-
er Catalogued stamps!!  In volume one, a lovely Mul-
ready  ME2 minor tear £550, 4 x 1d Blacks used varied 
condition,  2d Blue G 5 £375, SG 8 x 34 shades and 
postmarks, SG 14 x 11 includes lovely Ivory Head, mul-

tiples. SG 19-35 group 11 £1,990, Assorted 17-42, Hun-
dreds of 1d reds, numeral postmarks. SG 43-44 plates, 
multiple examples and does includes 135 x 5, 136 x 5, 
139 x 1, 142 x 3, 144 x 2, 173 x 4, 174 mint, 203 x 3, 210 
x 3, 212-17 one of each, 219 x 1, 222 x 2, 223 x 1, 224 x 
2, 225 one example Cat. £700, Assorted SG 45-47 as-
sorted plates used £1070, SG 48-49 all plates 1-20 
some duplication Cat. £2,930, Embossed mostly cut-
downs but SG 54 and 58 x 2 not cute down Cat. £8,000 
for the page, SG 63-6 some duplicated £2,100, SG 69-
70 assorted £2,000 for the page, SG 75-91 some dupli-
cation, postmarks etc. £3,100, SG 86-90 assorted 
£2,750, SG 92 x 4, SG 93-4  assorted plates 7-14 some 
duplication £2,690 for the page, SG96-97 some duplica-
tion £2,095 on the page, SG 98 is heavily used but very 
sound £600, SG 102-3 shades, plates includes 3 £300, 
page is over £3,280, SG110-11 £625, SG 112 plate one 
£400, SG 115-117 plates 4-7 page cat is £1,270, SG 118-
120 shades £2,965, SG 122-5 assorted plates page Cat.  
£2,040, SG 126-129 5/- to £1, Plates 1-2 5/- x 2 in differ-
ent shades, SG 128 10/- £3,200, SG 138-139 Plates 1-2 
page Cat. £2540, SG 138-156 assorted plates 3-17 at 
least one of each page Cat. £1800, SG 138-156 includes 
plates 11-20 some duplicates at least one of each Cat. 
Page £1600, SG 138-156 assorted plates 6d 13-17, 1/- 8-
13 some duplication, SG 151 fine £550, SG 152 x 2, SG 
153 x 3,154 used £500, SG 156 x 4 £1050, this page is 
Cat. At £3475, SG 157-63 assorted £1300 cat. Page, SG 
161-3 some duplication page £1,100, SG 178-183 as-
sorted 2/6 to 10/- shades etc. page is Cat. £5,300, SG 
188-196 page Cat. £1760, SG 188-196 assorted page 
Cat. £3615, SG 185-186 one of each £1 both wmks. Cat. 
£7,500 for the two, 185 is sound but SG 186 bottom 
right corner short, SG 212 fine sued £1 Green QV £800 
fine used, revenue, perfins and back of the book issues. 
Second volume contains 215-459 includes a lovely £1 
PUC fine used Cat. £600 , includes wmk inverts, booklet 
panes, perfins, 1935 silver jubilee FDC 3 values with 
wing W35 control numbers Cat. £650 lovely clean cov-
er, SG 405-13 including some very rare shades on 10/- 
value page is Cat. At £4700, SG 413a 2/6 is fine mint 
£350, SG 416 fine mint £475,  the second volume is Cat. 
At £22,500++ Volume 3 1937-1951 is a mixture of mint 
and fine used Cat. Of this book is £3500, includes a 
large FDC of 1951 Defins, small water stain bottom right 
but Cat. £950, 1948 Royal Silver Wedding on FDC ad-
dressed to Australia on a Reg. cover, Cat £425, back 
flap of envelope is missing but from the front looks 
beautiful, SG 476-78a (6) complete mint set Cat £425, 
there are hundreds of shades, plate blocks, wmk in-
verts. Lovely condition. Volume 4 covers 1953-1964 and 
is a very specialised collection with plate blocks, 
FDC’s, even a SG 560 FDC Cat. £150 and hard to find, 
another beautiful volume with a Cat. Of £1,600+. The 
5th volume contains just Wildings - with blocks, wmk 
inverts, booklet panes, FDC’s SG 536-36 mint £200, 
plus two sets of SG 595-98 mint £400 for the two mint 
sets perf. Varieties. The later issues in this fine collec-
tion are mint unhinged. This is the best specialised 
used GB collection I have seen in many many years.  
Whoever gets this lot will be in heaven for years. Imag-
es reduced,  There will be a rush, honestly there will be 
at this wholeseale price………………………….$ 8,999.00   



  

 

 

                             COLLECTIONS  

11. MODERN  BRITISH  COMMONWEALTH SPECIMENS  
2 x large stockbooks full of mint Specimens from Tuvalu, 
more than 700++ stamps in the two volumes, one volume 
has a bit of toning on the stamps. The thematics are 
huge, includes– Trains,  Dogs, Cats,  Cars, Royalty, His-
tory, Butterflies, Sports, Olympics, flowers, cricket, plus 
6 x Royalty booklets which are not overprinted MUH 
complete booklets. A bit of work to sort out but more 
than 50% are very saleable, the lot for…………...$199.00 

12. NEW ZEALAND COLLECTION Huge Pre-decimal 
1855-1974 housed in 4 very large very full volumes. Lov-
ingly put together over a lifetime, beautifully written up 
on typed described pages with clear mounts on about 
half the stamps, some mostly used are lightly hinged 
onto the pages. The collection starts with the perforated 
Full Face Queens SG 110-125 to 1/-, numerous shades 
etc. 13 stamps Cat. £768, fairly comprehensive repre-
sentation 1874 on mostly fine used, assorted perfora-
tion and shade varieties, massive details and loads of 
postmarks, some advertising issues 1893 group, lots 
fiscals mostly used and some postals odd Officials, 
Lovely study 1898 Pictorials to 2/- large numbers some 
mint, perf varieties and shades, 1906 Christchurch Exhi-
bition set fine used (4) SG 370-3 £375, plus mint low val-
ues, loads of pages and work done on the Universal 
Penny issue 1901-8, 1913 Aucland Exhibition set mint (4) 
SG 412-5 £325, pages of KGV paper varieties and perf 
changes mostly fine used, odd mint and fine used multi-
ples, Admirals used SG 467 £200, Ship mail on piece, 
Loose ship letters on piece, Healths from 1929 mint and 
used, Smiling Bous 1931 very fine used set (2) SG 546-7 
£145, Pages of Arms issues to £2 used odd mint, Air 
mail complete fine used (5) £95, 1933 Health on lovely 
clean FDC Cat. NZ $400, 1934 Crusader FDC note states 
da $3000 worth investigating, notes stating different 
dates, this one is cancelled in Nelson, interesting. 1935 
defins. massive variances perfs. Shades, cancelled, 
private perfins, plate flaws, officials, blocks, strips, 
plate blocks, FDC’s, right up to 3/- values, 1935 Airmail 
sets includes plate 2 top right block of four postally 
used, 3d purple value, Airmail covers, right up to pre-
decimals a massive comprehensive collection with 
loads of very exciting material as well as full sets includ-

ing MUH Queen on Horseback to 10/-, Stars in corner  
error MUH, Officials complete sets, Healths M/Sheets 
mostly MUH, some vfu complete sheets, 1960 Pictorials 
FDC 3 covers complete set to £1 superbly fresh, neatly 
typed. Volume 4—contains Postage Dues, Dependen-
cies, Lighthouses, Comprehensive collection of Light-
houses mostly MUH, paper varieties etc. Framas 1986 
1996 with many FDC’s, Fastway Post Office issues, Pri-
vate postal services, Railway, Fish and Game Councils, 
Cinderellas, Ross Deps. Sets mint and fine used, FDC’s 
Ross Deps. Mixture of MUH Sets and many FDC’s to 
2014 included. The simple numbers are, in just the first 
volume has a Catalogue value of more than £5,750++ on 
just items over £10 (just on $11,000 Aust) the others are 
simply not included in this figure. Volumes 2-4  have a 
very reserved cheap retail value of more than $1,500++ 
for the three volumes.  A wonderful underrated collec-
tion that someone will absolutely love for much less than 
half the price it should be just……………...……$ 1,399.00 

13. PAPUA NEW GUINEA COLLECTION 1952-2000 
Housed on old style album pages in huge Royal Blue 
Seven Seas PNG binder and matching slipcases. A ring 
binder with MUH stamps in mounts, some issues are 
very lightly hinged.  1952 set MUH complete with extras, 
imprint pairs, 10/- Map and £1 Fisherman Specimen set 
MUH perfect, all Pre-decimal PNG is complete MUH and 
also includes Specimen 10/- Rabaul and £1 Queen both 
thick and thin size overprints MUH, plus 10/- Bird Speci-
men again MUH Plus D2-6 . Decimal early issues are 
often Mint lightly hinged, most are MUH with a hinge on 
the selvedge attached to the stamp which remains MUH. 
Special items noted as well, Early booklets SB2, 15++ 
assorted booklets in perfect condition 1970’s to 1995. 
Loads of corner blocks with Kapul reprints in the mar-
gin, Complete set of (11) 1994 Emergency overprints as 
well many duplicates. There is a complete set of the 
very Rare second overprints on the 1995 Overprints, 
seldom seen with coloured photocopy signed by myself 
in 1995 as a guarantee of genuineness from this rare 
group of 6 on other dealers lists for more than $550 for 
the set of 6. There are superb blocks of 10 1995 Birds 
first overprint sets of four, plus a few blocks of four 
Kapul reprints, 5t Musical Bow block of 9 MUH with 5t 
value missing completely on this stunning block, seen 
available $400+ for the block. It would cost in excess of 
$3,000++ (ideal for a reseller or ebay trader) to put this 
superb collection together but based on my costs this is 
just……………………………………………………….$ 849.00 



  

 

 

14. SWITZERLAND 1854-2004 3 Huge volumes beauti-
fully presented and set up mostly with clear mounts, 
typed up album pages with great details and S.G cata-
logue numbers. A collection of mint and fine used su-
perb quality stamps, and in many cases mint and fine 
used sets are present.   There is more than £8,700+++ 
($16,300 Aust) I noted… duplication of early issues, 
shades etc. eg SG 50 x 6, SG 51 x 6, Fine used  of the 
following -SG 109 £180, SG 160 £375, SG 149A £180, 
SG 320a-322a fine used £195, SG 454-59 an almost  
complete fine used set of the Peace issue just missing 
two low values SG 451 and 453 £43 so around £1150 
Cat. Value , SG 498a M/Sheets x 2 one is a little faulty. 
Pro Juventute issues sets mint and used including SG 
J1-2 mint and fine used, J3-5 fine used, J6-8 mint and 
used, just this page is £820, comprehensive groups 
from 1918-26 both mint and used mostly complete sets, 
then comprensive again mint and some used right up to 
2004. International organisations League of nations 
also has a great selection, some specimens some lovely 
fine used complete sets. Also noted  Tet beche pairs, 
Postage Dues, officials, blocks, pairs, covers, part 
sheet,  there are thousands and thousands of superb 
stamps in this lot that this descriptions falls short of 
really describing, in your hands you would be so very 
happy with this stunning collection, did I mention the 
price, well $16,300 Aust. Catalogue for………….$949.00 

 OTHER   BITS   AND   PIECES   

15.  AUSTRALIAN   IMPERF   SHEETS   
DEALERS     LOT -    All   in   excellent 
condition,  some   duplication all with 
certificates and either flat  packed or  
in rolls  as   sent   by  Australia   Post.  
First  up  t here  is  over  $1,000+  just  
in  face  value  in  mint stamps. It in-
cludes full sheets — 2010 Melbourne  

Cup x 1 Left  and 1 Right,  2011  Mythical   creatures x 3,  
Stargaze x 2,  Diamond  Jubilee x 1,   AAT   Ice   Flows   x  
1,  Solar    2015   x  2,   Architecture   Left   and  Right 2 x 
each and one extra  Left so  5 in total. Aviation  x 3.  You 
can  apparently use them  in   their  original   format  for 
mail or sell them on Ebay! The   whole   lot  19 in total as  
listed above just…………..…………………....…....$589.00   

16. ANTARTIC    TERRITORY   1966   Decimal  definitves 
sets.  All superbly fresh MUH...SG 8-18  I  just  checked  
the  higher values so - 32  x  $1  Mock Sun, all  are MUH - 
plus  even  more  of    the  20c- 50c  values.   So  32 com-
plete sets “minimum”—on  most  lists  $70+  per  set   so 
this lot ($2,240 retail) is  an amazing dealers  stock, the 
lot……………………………………………………....$ 449.00   

17. NORFOLK  ISLAND  UPU 1974  MINIATURE SHEETS    
Ten mini-sheets MUH and 10 sets, SG 162  sells for $25-
$40 each on other lists, all  ten plus the 10  MUH  x  sets  
as well, great dealers stock for just……………...$  99.00     

18. SEVEN SEAS AUSTRALIAN ILLUSTRATED ALBUMS  
5 x  empty  Brown  Volumes  1966-1999  all  in very good 
condition  with  loads  of optional  pages,  bargain  for  5 
which cost  more  than  $500++ plus hundreds of dollars 
worth of expensive optional pages……….………$ 159.00   

19. SEVEN SEAS AUSTRALIAN ILLUSTRATED ALBUMS  
3 empty—2 x Blue 1 x brown Volumes 1966-2001, all in 
excellent condition, the early decimals contain quite a 
few fine used stamps. All three new would cost $500+ 
but as lot bargain for just…………………………...$ 89.00    

20. TERRITORY ALBUMS  2 x Folders from 1995-2020 
(23) complete folders, missing just 2005, 2012, 2019 all 
folders are housed in two huge Australia Post black 
folders designed for them.  The face value is $616.35 of 
all valid currency stamps as well just in case you do not 
need them all.  Seen on other lists for double the face 
value and more… This lot is  just…………………$  429.00 

                  COMMONWEALTH  ITEMS 

21. NAURU 1924-48 SHIPS  SG26B-39B Shiny paper 
complete set mint hinged, high values are in great con-
dition, few lower ones a little aged gum, nice looking set 
for just…………………………………………………...$ 99.00 

22. NEW GUINEA 1911-15 MONOCOLOURS  SG84-91 a 
mint complete set with extra shades (10) lower values 
gum usual darker colour, high values are excellent,  the 
set is just………………………………………………..$ 39.00 

23. NEW GUINEA 1931 
DATED BIRDS  SG150-
162  Complete mint and 
mint unhinged, fresh set 
particularly the high 
values (13) great 
price…………....$ 349.00 

24. NEW GUINEA 1932 UNDATED BIRDS  SG177-189 
(15) , A mint lightly hinged complete set, usual darker 
gum however a pretty set for just…..…………….$ 199.00 

25. AIR NEW GUINEA 1939  SG 212-225 A complete 
mint (14) a mixture of mint and mint unhinged with the 
usual darker gum, looks beautiful from the face for the 
full set just (image reduced)…….……..………….$429.00 

26. NORFOLK ISLAND Small package of mint unhinged 
decimals - corner blocks, booklets 25 x Mosaics book-
lets  etc , miniature sheets up to 2010 some duplication 
face is more than $775 so nice buying at just ….$229.00 

27. NEW ZEALAND Yearbooks 1984-1989, there are 4 x 
1989 and 2 x 1986 all in very good condition, stamps not 
yet in place as issued by the post office.  Face is 
$371.10 NZ ($340 Aust.) the lot for just…………..$ 85.00       


